Recent EMC data on the spin-dependent proton structure function suggest that very little of the proton spin is due to the helicity of its constituent quarks.
There are two approximate descriptions of hadrons which have met with considerable success: chiral symmetry and the naive non-relativistic quark model (NQM).
Chiral symmetry [I1 is solidly based on the known symmetries of QCD and describes qualitatively the properties and low energy interactions of pseudoscalar mesons.
The non-relativistic quark model'21 for heavy quarks is soundly based on QCD, but it is also apparently successful at predicting the properties and couplings of states containing light quarks, notably baryons. These can, however, also be described in the Skyrme model!' where the baryons appear as classical soliton solutions in an effective chiral Lagrangian for large NC QCD.
Recently, the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) published'41 measurements of the proton's polarized electroproduction structure function g:(x) which overlap those previously available15] and extend them to smaller values of z E -q2/2p . q.
On the basis of these measurements, the EMC quotes 
which was based on flavor SU(3) and on the assumption that the axial current matrix element (pi sy,y5s Ip) = As. C,(p) = O! Th' IS assumption has the physical meaning that the ss pairs in a polarized proton carry no net spin, and is automatic in the NQM, which does not even contain a sea ofpairs. The seeming contradiction between experiment (1) and theory (2) was not apparent in the earlier datat5' on gy (z) because of uncertainties at low values of Z.
$ Here C,(p) is the proton spin, and we will define Aq (q = U, d) analogously to As.
As we review below, the EMC data suggest17' that the flavor-singlet axial current matrix element (~1 A; 1~) -m (PI (Wp75~ + dy,-/sd + ~7~75s) Ip) = ~(Au + Ad + As).C,(p) N 0
indicating"' that (within errors) none of the proton spin is carried by the helicities of its constituent quarks. Note that Ai is renormalized, since it has a 2-100~ anomalous dimensionLsl, related to the axial anomalyLgl. The multiplicative nature of the renormalization means that if Au + Ad + As = 0 at some renormalization scale q, it follows that Au + Ad + As = 0 at all q. It has been suggested"" that (PI A; II4 may b e non-zero, as predicted by the N&M, at small q and evolve to become small at large q. In the following we argue that this is not the case.
The purpose of this paper is to show that approximate chiral symmetry combined with the l/NC expansion favors the result (3) at all values of q, predicting a value of Ji dzgy(z) which is different from the NQM value (2), but in good agreement with the EMC result (1). The Skyrme modelL3] is an example of a chiral model that successfully predicts (3). We first d iscuss the behavior of g:(z) at small z, and give a heuristic argument why (pi ~y~y5.s Ip) < 0 in any chiral model where the proton has a surrounding cloud of pseudoscalar mesons. Then we use large N, arguments in the chiral limit (m,,d,s -+ 0) to argue that Au + Ad + As N 0 in a world with massless quarks. Thus in this limit all the spin of the proton would be carried by gluons and/or orbital angular momentum. The result (3) (4), (6), (7)] to determine independently the different Aq!71 Incorporating perturbative QCD corrections [17, 181 Au = 0.74 f 0.08, Ad = -0.51 f 0.08, As = -0.23 f 0.08 (8) It is striking that As < 0* in contrast to the NQM expectation As = 0; and that "'I -Au + Ad + As = 0.00 f 0.24 (9) We will see shortly how these values may be understood in the context of chiral symmetry.
Since in the quark-parton model the Aq are interpreted as the quark contributions to the proton spin, i.e. its helicity in the infinite momentum frame (at equal light-cone time):
the EMC result (1) via the determination (8) tells us that the net ss helicity is anticorrelated with the proton spin in such a way that the total net contribution of the quarks to the proton spin is consistent (9) with zero. The full proton spin must be made up by gluons and orbital angular momentum: 
implying that the proton does contain a substantial ss sea, unlike the N&M. In fact, the ratio (11) are anticorrelated, the fact that Au + Ad > 0 means that the S must make a net negative contribution to As. There is no obvious reason why this contribution should be exactly cancelled by the s quark, so we are left with the suggestion that As < 0 as observed (8) . W e s t ress here that this argument should be thought of as a useful mnemonic only, indicating why As = 0 is not sacred. One can also argue directly that As < 0 at leading order in the l/NC expansion, by considering the NC dependences of (pi Ai lp) cx Au + Ad + As and of (pi A28 lp) 0: Au -Ad, Au + Ad -2As . It is well knownt3' that 
where {h E 770, ?!, I&, 7781, .f4 is the pseudoscalar nonet decay constant, X0 E mdiag(l,l, l), mq = diag (mu, md, m,) is the quark mass matrix, We now explore the effects of chiral symmetry breaking in the chiral Lagrangian (13) which appear when mq # 0. As we will see later, (pi A: lp) still vanishes at leading order in l/NC unless we also introduce SU (3) Expanding (19)) we obtain the bilinear terms + J ; ml0~%? + dp7)#qo) 1 (1% * Effects of higher order in l/N,, including chiral loopsfZ4' could also give (pi A; lp) # 0. We are not able to estimate these, since the treatmentIz3' of the 7~' that we use, and the Skyrme model, give an accurate description of the physics to leading order in l/NC only. 
Making a non-orthogonal transformation, the (dPvo,dPqs) terms in (21) can be diagonalized to become (25) where q = (1 + 4&)v3 + aqo, q' = bqa + qo.
From the diagonal terms we obtain the decay constants, f7j = fqa + Gm, fr.l, = f$J ; 10 (26) = (27) while the mixing term yields -a-i-b= -&?i. (28) There is a residual ambiguity in the choice of (a, b) which corresponds to the freedom of performing an orthogonal transformation on Eq.(25). That ambiguity is removed by considering the mass matrix:
where we have neglected terms O(m2,/m$) and O( c2). Diagonalization of (29) yields "rn& -m$b2c2 m2 = 3 0 l-t&3 (30) and be = -y$ = -0.25 (31) 8'
Thus we have b = -0.55, a = -0.27, and the v -q' mixing angle 8 = 14', which P51 is qualitatively consistent with phenomenological analyses.
Armed with these results, we now estimate the coupling of the isoscalar axial current to the proton. To do this, we calculate the divergence of the corresponding matrix element in the proton state:
where X runs over all particles that can be created from the vacuum by PAi and gxPP is the X-proton-proton coupling. In the chiral limit, the only state created by . d,AE is ~0, for which however g,,, = 0, and therefore in that limit (pi Ai 11)) = 0.
When chiral symmetry and flavour SU (3) 
Eq. (33) , when combined with Eqs. (6) and (7), corresponds to the prediction that to leading order in NC the quarks carry a fraction Au + Ad + As = -0.18 (35) of the proton spin, which is compatible with the EMC value (9)?
Clearly it is of great importance to confirm the EMC result (1) for J,r dzgy(lc:), and to measure also Jo1 dzgy ( z ) using polarized neutrons, so as to check the Bjorken * In this framework g,,jPP = 0 in the chiral limit, which becomes Ig,,,PP/g,,PPl = 0.25 with realistic mq # 0. Current determinations w of the pseudoscalar baryon are consistent with g,,tPP being small, as predicted. + This is a GIM-like cancellation. sum r~le!~' The theoretical interest in new experiments to measure these quantities is enhanced by the fundamental information about chiral symmetry and its breaking that they provide. We also remind the reader of the astrophysical relevance of (pi Ai Ip) to dark matter searches [7' 171 and to axion couplings!'71 Assuming that the EMC measurement (1) We have considered QCD in the chiral limit of zero current quark masses and large N,, and demonstrated that in this limit the net contribution of quark helicities to the proton spin is zero. In this limit the proton spin is therefore due to the gluon polarization and/or to the orbital angular momentum of the partons.
We have also shown that this result remains approximately unchanged for protons when the perturbation due to non-zero quark masses is included in an effective chiral Lagrangian. The net helicity carried by quarks in the proton remains small, $ For a review and other references on spin physics at short distances, see Ref.
28. $ The fact that As < 0 suggests that there may be significant spin anticorrelation for hyperons produced by polarized protons, even at low PT.
